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You might imagine that the National Museum's council felt reassured that its 
director was female, an indigenous person and one acceptable to most Aboriginal 
and non-indigenous Australians. Further, over 94 per cent of visitors sampled 
approved the institution, while only 2 per cent of media comments in the year from 
October 2001 was critical. 

That Dawn Casey's term as director has been extended only for a year surely insults 
the person who supervised the construction phase and administers this popular 
institution. It is an intriguing turnabout, because in submitting the annual report on 
August 16, the council chair, Tony Staley, congratulated 'Dawn Casey and her staff on 
the museum's outstanding success during its first full year of operation as an 
important contribution to the cultural, social and educational fabric of the nation'.  

This decision and other developments raise questions not only about the director's 
standing, but for the future independence of the museum. Difficulties involve the 
membership and perceived role of some council members, but first the context is 
necessary. The 1975 Pigott report recommended a tripartite scheme with equal 
emphasis upon the environment, indigenous Australia and post-European peoples, a 
concept reflected here but with greatly diminished space for all but Aboriginal 
Australia. I admit that I opposed moves to the present site and while I also dislike the 
external architecture, I opted 'to make the best of a bad job', agreeing to act as an 
adviser. The building was constructed with the national share of the Federation fund. 
Commendable in comparison with the Keating Government's negativism, it was 
ungenerous when costs of New Zealand's Te Papa or Museum Victoria are 
considered. Grandiose exteriors resulted in interior cost saving. Amongst deletions 
was the library, while the shrunken environment space and reduced historical area 
serve to maximise the Aboriginal area. Because the Prime Minister set the opening 
date before construction began, it is unequalled in a national institution that 
exhibitions were designed and installed in time. Requisite haste surely explains some 
of the blemishes, such as caption visibility. For more than half the 1982-97 interim, 
no funding was provided for collection purchases. Consequently the historical 
collection suffers in size and quality by comparison with Aboriginal resources, 
husbanded since the 1930s.  It always was intended that this museum would be 
innovative and entertaining, particularly by portraying social history the common 
people no less than great men. These concepts displease some council members. 

Note that all the above issues preceded Casey's directorship. The edifice opened on 
date within budget, constructed under Casey's supervision in a world first for such a 
project, where all design and construction teams joined with clients in an integrated 
'project alliance'.  Pigott and subsequent decisions opted against competing with the 
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rich state and CSIRO natural-history collections. This museum was never intended to 
exhibit conventional stuffed hides and articulated skeletons. Yet despite cramped 
quarters, it successfully integrates environment, ecology and human interaction.  
Pigott concluded, 'In our view too many museums concentrate on certainty and 
dogma,' therefore, 'where appropriate controversial issues' are essential to stimulate 
thought. This matter troubles some council members, despite John Howard's 
opening enthusiasm that 'quite properly there will be debate about the way of 
interpreting our history'. He considered that the museum 'was very un-museum like. 
And that represents its challenge to the Australian people'.  The museum's governing 
council consists of the chair (Tony Staley), the director as executive member, and not 
more than 10 members (currently eight). The Act prescribes for appointees 'having 
regard to their knowledge and experience with matters relating to Australian history 
or with respect to any other area of knowledge relevant'. 

Here is the nub of current problems. While five members have significant 
qualifications in business and administration, no member could claim historical or 
environmental expertise, while the director, as the sole indigenous person, is in an 
onerous situation. 

Under these circumstances it is surprising that three council members have 
associations with the Liberal Party. Tony Staley was national president and remains 
on the national executive, David Barnett is the Prime Minister's biographer, while 
Christopher Pearson was John Howard's speech writer and is on the board of 
Quadrant, a strident museum critic. His journalism uses information normally 
confidential to the museum, so I have done likewise. 

During a vain attempt in 1996 to gain access to the Prime Minister, I broached my 
concerns to Catherine Murphy, his arts adviser, that council disciplinary expertise 
was thin. I raised the subject with her again in 1999. She assured me that after the 
museum opened fresh appointments would follow. In fact disciplinary expertise is 
further diminished. 

Possibly because of this, in 1999 four academics were invited as advisers to meet with 
a council committee, including Barnett and Pearson, to develop policy guidelines for 
exhibition objectives and content, especially historical. These were professors 
Geoffrey Bolton (Perth), Graeme Davison (Melbourne), Kay Saunders (Brisbane) and 
myself. 

In agreement with Pigott opinion, we believed that council should set guidelines and 
leave their detailed implementation to staff. We found that unlike other councils, 
Barnett and Pearson expected to be involved in minute aspects, leaving staff little 
room for discretion. 

As historians we did not share their assumptions about Australian history. Following 
meetings Davison was asked to frame draft guidelines, which were forwarded to 
council. Because Barnett and Pearson maintained their reservations, council referred 
them back to our group. Following a further meeting (Saunders was absent) changes 
and compromises were agreed and we expected our role had ended. 

'You may imagine our surprise when we were contacted and asked if we could attend 
yet another meeting,' Bolton, Davison and I later wrote to Staley. Evidently Barnett's 
objections continued, deciding 'not to support what we had understood to be a 
consensus document, already modified to meet his concerns'. 
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'We have tried to deal patiently,' we wrote, even though the objections reflected 
unfamiliarity with contemporary museum practice or the nature of social history. 
'We were also dismayed to discover the depth of his suspicions of the motives and 
professionalism of the museum's curatorial staff.' 

We decided that another meeting was pointless. We had heard with misgivings when 
Barnett stated ministerial wishes at a meeting, although the minister neither put 
them in writing nor contacted the director. 

I am disturbed by the slurs cast in the media by a council member concerning oral 
traditions. I experienced similar invective upon the visit of the Smithsonian 
Institution's director of the Museum of the American Indian. It was asserted in his 
presence along lines that no self-respecting overseas museum director takes oral 
traditions seriously. 

I regret that the museum is being ideologically driven by a council minority with 
ministerial access, acting in the mistaken belief that they must save the museum 
from ideological error. The museum's reputation and staff morale are being 
undermined, while the director's career is terminated. 

These same council members have insisted upon a museum review committee, 
evidently to suggest new directions for this successful infant institution. If it is 
reviewed, it should consist of members who are seen to be independent, with 
representation from senior historians and environmentalists, together with 
indigenous representation. I fear for the very institution which I fought to prevent. 

Professor John Mulvaney is Emeritus Professor of Pre-History at the Australian National 
University. He served on the Pigott Inquiry on Museums and National Collections 1974-75, 
and was a member of the NMA Interim Council in 1981-82. 
 
 
 


